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Abstract

Limited capacity of some states in developing countries to change the behavior
of citizens or of local bureaucratic agents is a widely recognized constraint on public
service delivery. One increasingly popular candidate solution is conditional financial
incentives: for example, a central government principal may offer a local agent a cash
reward conditional on teaching students or improving village sanitation. In this theoret-
ical paper, we observe that the success of such an incentive depends on the government’s
ability to monitor performance and implement the conditionality. Understanding the
mechanism design of governance incentives is therefore an important input to policy-
making in limited-capacity states. We show that, in the case of limited monitoring
and enforcement capacity, increasing financial incentives can perversely worsen perfor-
mance by local government agents, if the incentive creates a vicious cycle of dishonest
claims by local agents who do not perform the task, combined with declining quality
of monitoring as an overwhelmed enforcement system becomes less able to distinguish
between agents who have and have not performed the incentivized task. We character-
ize the decision problem of a central government principal who can allocate resources
between a larger financial incentive or investment in the state’s monitoring capacity.
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1 Introduction

Limits to the capacity of developing country states both to deliver public services and to

change citizen behavior are widely recognized as an important constraint on economic and

human development (World Bank, 2004). On the one hand, local government agents of

central principals often do not perform assigned tasks, or even come to work (Chaudhary

et. al., 2006). On the other hand, citizens often do not cooperate with the government to

produce public goods, for example by not vaccinating children (Banerjee et al., 2010) or

disposing of feces safely (Spears, 2012). Increasingly, developing country governments are

turning to financial incentives as a tool to shape the behavior of local government agents and

of citizens; these incentives are commonly known as pay-for-performance (Duflo et al., 2011)

and conditional cash transfer schemes (Fernald et al., 2088; Fiszbein and Schady, 2009),

respectively.

Because of the importance of state capacity and because of the growing popularity of

governance incentives, it is important to understand the mechanism design of such policies.

When can low capacity states use financial incentives to “buy” improvements in public

service delivery? This paper makes the simple observation that effective incentives require

the government to successfully implement the conditionality of the reward. As a result, the

very limits to state capacity that may make such policies appear desirable could undermine

their prospects for success. Moreover, increasing financial rewards could perversely decrease

performance.

The main contribution of this theoretical paper is a model of a governance incentive

offered by principals with limited monitoring capacity. We follow Banerjee (1997) in mod-

eling governance as a principal-agent problem with limited monitoring capacity. We show

that, if monitoring capacity is not a binding constraint, increasing financial incentives pro-

duces the expected improvement in performance. However, if monitoring capacity is limited,

increasing incentives can worsen outcomes. The intuition is that larger rewards increase
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agents’ incentives both to claim payments genuinely and to claim rewards insincerely, with-

out performing the desired task. An increase in deceptive claims could overwhelm limited

monitoring capacity, making the conditionality less discerning and further increasing the

incentive for deceptive claims.

If monitoring capacity indeed limits the success of incentive schemes designed in response

to low state capacity, then policy makers with finite resources may achieve more by investing

in monitoring capacity, instead of larger incentives. We characterize the decision problem

of a central government principal allocating resources between investing in monitoring and

increasing incentives.

The remainder of this introductory section situates this paper within the literature on

state capacity and conditional incentives in development policy. Section 1.3 motivates and

illustrates the theoretical contribution of this paper by discussing the history of India’s

Clean Village Prize. Sections 3, 4, and 5 develop our theory by presenting increasingly

general models of governance incentives. Section 6 concludes, in the context of the empirical

economics literature on whether improving monitoring capacity is possible.

1.1 State capacity and governance by incentive

As Olken and Pande (2011) recently summarize, despite large public investments in human

development in developing countries, “the effectiveness of such public spending is often

compromised by a number of connected factors: policies that do not reflect the needs or

wishes of the people, leakages due to corruption, lack of community participation, and poor

oversight of public spending” (p. 3). Indeed, the literature already lists other reasons why

the mere spending of more money may not promote development outcomes in the context of

limited state capacity. For example, foreign aid might reduce governments’ accountability to

their citizens, and increased spending could attract corrupt would-be politicians away from

alternative activities (Deaton, 2013). New initiatives offering high salaries could “poach”

high human capital staff from other parts of the government. The contribution of this paper
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is to add one more possibility to this list: that increasing financial rewards could undermine

governance incentives.

It is easy to see why incentives may appear to be an attractive policy tool, if low capacity

states can “buy” behaviors that they cannot otherwise motivate. However, the success of

an incentive depends on the states willingness and ability to enforce the incentive. This

constraint is illustrated in the contrast between two recent impact evaluations of incentives

for implementing a desired objective in the same rural district of Rajasthan, India, one by an

NGO and one by the government. An NGO program that used cameras to monitor teacher

employees’ attendance at work – and enforced attendance rules by paying teachers accord-

ingly – successfully increased teacher attendance (Duflo et al., 2012). However, a similar

program that used special clocks to monitor and incentivize the attendance of government

nurses failed: the nurses’ immediate supervisors – themselves agents of high-ranking govern-

ment principals – failed to enforce the incentives, and routinely excused the nurses’ absences

(Banerjee et al., 2008). The incentive was only as strong as its monitoring and enforcement;

in this case, a private organization could enforce conditionality that the government could

not.

1.2 Research question

How does limited monitoring capacity interact with incentives, especially for government

service delivery? Can more money for incentives ever be counterproductive?

Research Question. When a conditional incentive is announced and implemented by a

limited-capacity state, which can only imperfectly monitor incentive winners and enforce

conditionality, can increasing the value of the incentive’s reward ever decrease agents’ average

performance?

Our theoretical models present a case where this is possible: when agents can claim

incentives insincerely, and when an increase claimants consumes the state’s limited resources
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to distinguish legitimate winners from dishonest claimants who have not performed the

incentivized task. Figure 4 presents the intuition of our result. Agents choose among three

mutually exclusive options: doing nothing; actually completing the task and requesting the

incentive; and not completing the task but nevertheless submitting a dishonest claim for the

incentive, in the hope that, because of limited monitoring capacity, their deception may not

be caught. Note that “submitting” a claim need not be interpreted literally: any situation

in which local agents can choose to pretend to comply at a low cost or to actually comply

at a high cost can be understood with this model.

If there are costs of submitting any claim instead of doing nothing, then increasing

the value of the incentive might cause more dishonest applicants. This could “swamp”

government monitors with insincere claims, thus further increasing the incentive to submit

insincere claims rather than incur the costs of completing the assigned task. This can create

a perverse cycle where the incentive unravels.

1.3 Motivation: India’s Clean Village Prize

Open defecation is a significant public problem in India, where more than half of households

do not use toilets or latrines, creating large disease externalities that kill infants and stunt

children’s growth. Policy-making in India is importantly constrained by widely recognized

limits to central government principals’ ability to influence local agents’ behavior (Pritchett,

2009). Starting in 2003 – and nominally continuing as we write in 2013 – the central govern-

ment of India offered a Nirmal Gram Puraskar (NGP, in its Hindi initials) or Clean Village

Prize to officials of local village governments that eliminated open defecation. The NGP

gave a large cash award – ranging from 4,000 to 40,000 international dollars at purchasing

power parity, depending on village size – at a prestigious ceremony (Alok, 2010).

Such an incentive had two advantages: first, it largely bypassed the intermediate state

and district bureaucracies; second, unlike earlier sanitation policies, it incentivized the de-

sired outcome – latrine use – rather than latrine construction, an observable and lucrative
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but incomplete part of the complete task (Holmstrom and Milgrom, 1991). Studying the

initial years of the incentive, Spears (2012) exploits a discontinuity in the cash prize and

heterogeneity in the timing of the roll-out of the program to document an effect of the NGP

on the delivery of sanitation policy and on child health. However, more recent qualitative

accounts suggest that the incentive mechanism has largely ceased to effectively function in

many states. Initial success led to an increase in the number of claimants of the prize – many

of these not actually open defecation free. This increase in volume overwhelmed monitoring

capacity, leading to what is now widely recognized as a weak incentive which has granted

many prizes to villages that were never open defecation free.

As Figure 3 shows, the increase by an order of magnitude in the number of villages claim-

ing to deserve the prize over the period from 2006 through 2010 occurred alongside a steady

deterioration of the fraction of applicants judged to have indeed ended open defecation. The

CLTS Foundation (2011) summarizes that initially the governments’ verification of NGP

applicants was “very strict.” However, claims eventually outpaced the government’s ability

to judge them: “later as applicants for the award multiplied exponentially across India into

thousands, verification and certification were contracted out to NGOs which in turn sub-

contracted to other NGOs which in some cases subcontracted yet again to individuals for a

fraction of the original remuneration.” Eventually the incentive lost its power to motivate,

as it became common knowledge that village governments could win without eliminating

open defecation: “the result was fake reporting, described by one well-informed source as a

joke.” We have visited many NGP-winning villages: among later winners of the prize, many

are visibly not open defecation free.

We emphasize that this eventual unraveling is perfectly consistent with the limited suc-

cess, on average, that Spears (2012) reports for the first several years of the NGP.1 In fact,

the decline of the NGP motivates our theoretical analysis exactly because it was an initially

1Indeed, Spears (2012) argues that open defecation is sufficiently bad for children’s health that even
limited success is valuable.
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successful policy. However, we argue, insufficient investment in the capacity to monitor and

enforce conditionality of rewards can undermine even well-conceived incentives.

2 Model

The government (principal) sets a price p to reward pradhans (agent) who file applications

for the Clean Village Prize or the Nirmal Gram Puraskar (NGP). For every p transferred to

the pradhans, only βp reaches them, where 0 < β ≤ 1; the rest disappears in red-tape and

corruption. Each pradhan (or village) has a fixed cost c of applying for the prize. Moreover,

each pradhan has an exogenously given capacity to implement the objectives of the NGP

determined by a cost θ. We assume that there are a continuum of villages characterized by

a uniform distribution on [0,1], that is, θ ∼ Unif [0, 1].

The government has access to a monitoring technology m. Each applicant can undergo

an audit with probability m. If audited, the false applications are caught with certainty.2

If caught, the pradhan incurs a punishment worth d. State capacity is thus defined by the

3-tuple {β,m, d}, and is increasing in each argument.

After the government sets p, the pradhans have three choices: they can choose to not

apply for the NGP, they can apply and incur the cost θ to actually implement the sanitation

program or they can submit a fake application. A pradhan’s respective utility from these

three options is given by

0, βp− θ − c, and [1−m]βp−md− c

For simplicity, we assume β = 1 and d = 0. These do not change the results in section 3 and

4. Their role in section 5 is discussed therein.

A subtle characteristic of state capacity embedded into the framework is the framework,

2We can equivalently set up a model where each application is audited, but the probability of being
“found out” is m.
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in the language of economic theory- the mechanism, itself. Most importantly, the monitor-

ing technology is exogenous or given. The government has access to only one instrument

in designing the policy, that is the reward to the pradhans.3 Even the use of the instru-

ment, unlike in markets, is limited to being non-discriminatory. Different rewards cannot be

given to villages with different abilities, which can be functions of the existing strength of

panchayats and other local government institutions. Being a large scale national program,

this constraint on the mechanism is of course incorporating perceived fairness, also a crucial

element of the design.4

3 Case one: Incentives can promote agents’ coopera-

tion

Can monetary incentive be used as a tool to by-pass the limitations imposed by limited sate

capacity? In the model described above, the pradhan prefers to

• honestly apply over do nothing if p− θ − c > 0, that is, θ < p− c

• apply and shirk over do nothing if [1−m]p− c > 0, that is, p > c/[1−m]

• honestly apply over apply and shirk if p− θ − c > [1−m]p− c, that is, θ < mp

Note that

p− c < mp ⇔ p < c/[1−m] = p∗

Then, we have the following simple result.

3From our experience, this seems like a realistic assumption. They seem to depend exclusively on NGOs
etc for all the work, like awareness, beyond constructions of latrines.

4In the actual program, price discrimination exists along the dimension of population, but not on many
other institutionally important details.
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Figure 1: For p < p∗

Proposition 1. For p < p∗, all pradhans with θ < p−c honestly apply. For p > p∗, everyone

applies and only θ < p − c apply honestly. Moreover, both the incentive to participate and

make an honest attempt are increasing in p.

Even though the state is overwhelmed by many applications when p > p∗, there is a

sense in which great monetary incentives can overcome limited state capacity just through

brute force. This is because both p− c and mp are increasing in p. In the next section, we

formalize one potential the missing link, that of of the endogeneity of state capacity to the

adopted mechanism.

4 Case two: Incentives can undermine principals’ mon-

itoring capacity

As we mentioned in the introduction, state capacity, which here means the ability to monitor

successful implementation of the prize, is not independent of the conditionality of the mon-

etary incentive. To realistically capture the situation, we must have that m(.) is a function

of the number of people who apply, with m′ < 0. The greater the volume of applications,

the lower is the overall monitroig capacity. And, we now formalize the idea that the system

can in fact unravel for high monetary incentives.

The critical threshold of prize, p∗ ,is now endogenously determined.

p∗ =
c

1−m(p∗ − c)
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Figure 2:

Note that m is decreasing in p, and mp is decreasing in p if

m′ < −m
p

(?)

Proposition 2. Suppose (?) holds. For p < p∗, as p increases, the market for incentives

completely unravels. For p > p∗ state capacity is severely dented as monitoring drops to

m(1). The rate at which the market unravels is directly proportional to m′.

At m(1), once the market for incentives unravels, the price required to achieve a decent

degree of honest participation is quite large.

5 Case three: How to allocate resources between in-

centives and capacity building

Now, suppose that the government has a fixed set of resources say R, which it can allocate

between improving the monitoring technology, and prize money. Specifically we assume that

the government has a binary choice for the former. It can choose to not invest or invest a

set of resources r < R, which insures that the monitoring technology is given by sm, where

s > 1 is the scale of improvement.The objective of the government is, of course, to maximize

the number of honest applications.

Let p∗ be the endogenous critical level as defined above, and assume R > p∗, so that the

government has the capacity to pay the whole population when not investing in monitoring
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technology. Simiarly, let p∗s solve

p∗s =
c

1− sm(p∗s − c)

Thus, p∗s is the endogenous critical price level under the new monitoring technology. Clearly,

p∗s < p∗. We assume that R − r < p∗s, so that there are not enough resources to invest and

pay the whole population. Then, we have the following result.

Proposition 3. The government always find its optimal to invest in the monitoring tech-

nology and offer the prize to a fraction of the population rather than spend all the resources

on the prize.

[A more general result for the whole parameter space is to be added.]

This section promotes the following idea in a simple way. In the event of increased

monetary incentives overwhelming capacity, it makes more sense to invest a part of these

resources in improving the monitoring technology rather than the increasing the cash prize.

The incentives of the concerned parties need to be internalized while attempting to design

financial rewards to by-pass poor local governance.

6 Conclusion: Is increasing monitoring capacity possi-

ble?

This paper has presented a theoretical model that explores the limits of states with limited

monitoring capacity to improve public service delivery by increasing financial incentives,

conditional on performance. Unfortunately, the very governments that lack the middle bu-

reaucratic capacity to ensure the implementation of programs may also be those that are

unable to enforce incentive conditionality.
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Therefore, our model has suggested that a central government principal might be wise

to invest in monitoring or investment capacity before increasing cash incentives. The model

simply assumed that such an investment is possible. Empirical evidence, however, indicates

that improving monitoring capacity can be done. For example, Olken (2012) found, in a field

experiment in Indonesia, that substantially expanding the activity of central government

auditors importantly reduced corruption in road building by local governments. Ferraz and

Finan (2008) show that, in Brazil, government audits enabled voters to punish corrupt local

politicians.

Another form of evidence is the existence throughout the developing world of high qual-

ity, internationally comparable Demographic and Health Surveys, implemented by traveling

teams of surveyors recruited within each country and trained and presumably incentivized to

report something approaching the truth. Although empirical confirmation of this possibility

is well beyond the scope of this theoretical paper, hiring, training, and paying an efficiency

wage to retain high-quality monitors who are accountable to central principals may be able

to enhance even weak states’ capacity to incentivize.
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Figure 3: Motivation: Increasing monitoring and decreasing compliance in India’s NGP
Sources: 2006-2009 from World Bank Water and Sanitation Program (Kumar et al., 2010). 2010 from

Ministry of Drinking Water and Sanitation, Government of India.
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 government principal sets two quantities: 

size  of financial 
incentive 

resources for 
monitoring winners 

probability that fake claims 
erroneously receive incentive 

do nothing 

perform task & submit 
honest claim 

submit dishonest 
claim 

adminstrative burden  
on state monitors 

 local agents consider prize amount, costs of honestly performing 
task, and probability of winning with a dishonest claim, to choose 

among three actions: 

 monitoring resources combine with monitoring burden (number  
of claimants) to determine sharpness of conditionality 

Figure 4: Intuition: Monitoring burden and agents’ choices are mutually dependent
Rectangular boxes are quantities. The dashed line outlines a choice set of three mutually exclusive options.

Arrows indicate functional dependance.
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Finan (2008) show that, in Brazil, government audits enabled voters to punish corrupt local

politicians.

Another form of evidence is the existence throughout the developing world of high qual-

ity, internationally comparable Demographic and Health Surveys, implemented by traveling

teams of surveyors recruited within each country and trained and presumably incentivized to

report something approaching the truth. Although empirical confirmation of this possibility

is well beyond the scope of this theoretical paper, hiring, training, and paying an efficiency

wage to retain high-quality monitors who are accountable to central principals may be able

to enhance even weak states’ capacity to incentivize.
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